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Since Fall 2000, a Student Government executive advisory committee chaired br Charles 

Goodman, Jr., has monitored the current state of Race Relations at the University. After round-table 

meetings with faculty, forums with administrators, express interviews with student associations, and 

intimate dialogue with students, especially senior students, this committee has appraised and 

evaluated the chief areas needed to redress the issues that remain unresolved in regards to race 

relations within the University. 

What goes on inside a school is clearly determined by what has occurred outside of the 

school grounds. An institution of higher learning dedicated to the ideals of Pro Humanitate must 

acknowledge that the students who attend and the professors and administrators who work within 

these gates bring into the classroom a variety of cultural assumptions, social influences, and 

contextual dynamics. Without concerted attention to the assumptions, influences, and dynamics that 

faculty bring to the classroom the reality of race relations will be compromised. Our cultural 

ideology is unfortunately tainted with racial insensitivity and intolerance. The issues of discussion are 

societal problems. Faculty, staff, and administrators are vulnerable to the shaping influence of their 

previous environments and it is reasonable to assume that among the 3, 898 students and 348 full-

time faculty who live and work here that racism will need to be addressed with deliberate measures 

taken. 

Wake Forest can and must ensure representation in all its educational and employment 

opportunities; with a strong educational and professional response that counters negative conditions 

and influences. For students, this response must be a continuing search for the best possible ways to 

educate undergraduates about multiculturalism and equality. For faculty, \Xlake Forest should work 

toward balanced representation in all ranks, and continue to invest in resources to provide for 

effective diversity training. For staff, Wake Forest should provide professional relationships, clearly 

stated policies with opportunities for advancement, and equitable salaries. In all fields of personal 

and academic conduct, Wake Forest has standards that exceed the minimum requirement. Diversity 

and multicultural training should not be excluded from that spectrum. Diversity in all facets of 

student life should be embraced and encouraged, as students will inevitably face an ever-changing 
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population demographic. The intent of this report is to comprehensively attest to the current state of 

race relations, as well as provide recommendations a as essed by the Student Government 

Executive Advisory Council on Race Relations to improve the intellectual ethos on this campus. 

(i). Students 

umerous personal testunonies by mmonaes and majority students indicate that the 

atmosphere at Wake Forest is highly exclusive, and socially segregated. It is clear when walking 

through the University cafeteria that this school is very divided with ,·ery little integration . . Minority 

students are relentlessly disturbed by the selection of speakers and entertainment pro,·ided by 

tudent Union stating they do not cater to all audiences. Many minorities are frustrated with the 

social policy at Wake Forest stating if you are not a part of the ~fajority Greek system the C ni,·ersity 

offers minimal social outlets. The Greek ystem portrays clearly how socially segregated we remain 

in 2001 . 
The evidence of minority student frustration emerges at anti-racism summits, most recently 

the Student Government Affirmative Action Debate (February 2001) and at minority student 

organizational meetings. At the Affirmative Action debate, majority students all recognized a severe 

problem between majority and minority culture but did not know how to create structural and 

institutional changes and \Vished for administrative involvement. At minority organizational 

meetings, members are very vocal of their frustration that majority students are rarely reminded of 

the necessity of respecting difference and in recognizing non-euro centric models. The Student 

Government Race Relations Survey of 2001 brings statistics to tl1e forefront: 34.62% of students 

have encountered indirect discrimination and 30.15% have encountered blatant racism on this 

campus. 
During early Freshmen year expected behavior towards achieving positive race relations are 

very loosely mentioned in the Relationship Covenant, Wake Forest Bulletin and Honor Code. 

Thr h tud ts, tenure these ideals are never fully defined thus never reinforced The overall oug out as en · 
feeling of multiculturalism as a very low priority to administration, discourages students from taking 

f
c h The message and expectations of Pro H11manitate must be brought to life steps to e 1ect c ange. 

th h th 1 
f r.;niversity policies and then promoted internally to its students. 

roug e anguage o 

Senior Students 
. d claimed 0 ,·erall that the multicultural environment has been unsatisfactory 

eruor stu ents 
. ure Through discussion w-iili Senior minority students it is clear that 

over their four-vear ten · ' 
. · . t more time and energy into the University, as they are more dissatisfied 

mmonue appear to uwes . . 
. i:- fjnorities are very involved m leadership roles and take a vested interest in 

\Vllli the campus cwuate. 
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the long-term development of this UniYersiry indicative through minority involvement in Student 

Government, Presidents' Aides and policy-making bodies such as the University Committees. 

However after four-years the consensus among minorities is that their dissatisfaction has deterred 

many senior minority students from giving financially back to the University after graduation, even 

though they have held such high level leadership positions. The Student Government Race Relations 

Survey of 2001 reveals that 47.47° o of senior students have rethought their decision to give 

financially back to the university after graduation due to their experience with race relations . 

.Religious Diversity 
Within student life, religious diversity is one of the areas where there is glaring homogeneity, 

unlike the demographics of greater America. (see Table C). In scheduling University wide-events the 

University should be sensicive to sacred, non-Christian religious holidays as possible. Immediate 

attention should be given to increasing the access of current students to study and worship non-

Christian faiths equally. A student cites an example during Easter that a faculty member stated to his 

Chemistry class that they should carefully consider the true reasons for which they would not be in 

class on Friday. Though there is no physical harm in such a statement being made there is also no 

need for the professor to impose such views unrelated to class material as there could be and were 

non-Christians in the class. It is these subtle instances of insensitivity that brings question to the 

academic integrity of this school. o one will discount the importance of the Baptist tradition of 

which Wake Forest began however the Relationship Covenant avows to the future of this University 

to be a more pluralistic community. An example of how religious diversity is overlooked is in the 

Religion deparonent. The inadequacy of faculty expertise and limited scope of classes make it 

impossible to thoroughly prepare or expose to students all areas of religious thought, giving 

Pre e Ch • • 111·n· Hinduism, as one of the oldest religions in the world, has not been 1erence to nsoa ,f-
all d d urces In many instances, Eastern faiths have been lumped into a single course ocate a equate reso · 
of World Religion that only allocates a few weeks to studying that faith. This, in of itself, marginalizes 

th li 
. . of Eastern faiths by implicitly not allocating resources to their full e re g10u expenence 

. . . them as secondary or "other." The Faculty Survey 1998 indicates: 56% of 
apprec1at1on represenang 

f: ul 
. th th University is not enhancing the moral development of students 76% of 

ac ty believe at e ' 

f: . th Universit:v is not enhancing the religious development of students 40% of 
acuity believe that e , ' 

f: 
. th r , • ,ersitr is not enhancing the personal development of students. This only 

aculty believe that e un1' · 
. f intolerance Minority students report. The Student Government Race 

echoe the sentunent o 

R 
. f 001 eveals 43.15% of students feel that the University does not provide 

elations Survey o 2 r . . 
. . el brate their cultural 1dent1ty. 

adequate opportun.1t1es to c e 
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(ii). Student Life 

1.he Office of Multicultural Affairs 

Demographic of incoming minority students indicate within the limited number of 

minorities admitted more and more racial diversity. However the Office of Multicultural Affairs has 

nor the adequate number of personnel or expertise to carer to these growing ethnic groups. 

pccifically lvfinorities haYe scared that seeing administrators that are from the same racial 

background as them is important to their intellectual development at this l.Jniver ity. The Office of 

Multicultural Affairs, fom1erly the Office of Black Student Affairs, requires more ethnically diverse 

administrators to carer to the ever-increasing racial diversity of the student body. Minority students 

have cited that they are made to ignore prior cultural identities and conform to the Wake Forest 

homogeneity, as there is little appreciation of ethnic culture on this campus. To this Committee, it is 

clearly a problem that a student must ignore cultural traditions because the University does not allow 

its students access to celebrate his/her identity. Ir is recommended that Student Life formulate a 

committee to specifically target this problem discussed below in Recommendation one and take 

every opportunity via speakers and guest lecturers to import into the school the necessary 

representative to promote cultural awareness. 

Admissions 

The Faculty urvey 1998 illustrates 69% of faculty, believing we should enroll more minority 

students. The minimum number of minority students here perpetuates the perceived exclusivity at 

Wake Forest. The Student Government Race Relations Survey of 2001 shows that 74.92% of all 

students believe that it is important to increase the diversity of our world within Wake Forest. US 

ews rates \X/ake Forest University as "negative" along the criteria of academic and student diversity. 

The report emphasizes diversity a the factor that separates \X'ake Forest from other cop-ranked 

schools that students choose from. As an important factor in senior college selection it is apparent 

through discussion the neglect of the University to create a welcoming, multicultural atmosphere 

impinges on the University's ability to attract top students. Admissions statistics demonstrate that 

only 400 10 of the number of accepted students chose to enroll sugge ting that the University is not the 

first h • f • rudenrs (see Table A) Minority enrollment is falling at 11 % from 11 9% (see c 01ce o en tenng s · · 
Table B) and the Committee belie,·es that this trend will continue unless the University directly 

,~ 1 . If . . more tolerant environment with increased support structures to nurture u,vo ves ltse m creaung a 

Stud dif
c F uJn· should be more involved, taking greater accountability in creating an ent 1erence . ac ,_, ' 

•~t 11 al lim th motes pluralism. Wake Forest University as a liberal arts institution should u, e ectu c ate at pro 
r . t of the liberal arts education is providing a diverse student body· that will 
ecogruze iliac a componen 

P 
. d c orking effectively with religiously and racially diverse individuals. It is a 

repare 1ts stu ents 1or w · 
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serious neglect of the University not co grant its students the e:l-..-posure they need to be prepared for 

the changing demographic population of the future. 

!lniversity Police 

University Police and Campus ecurity have demonstrated racism and profiling. The 

Committee questions the need for metal detectors at African-American fraternity and sorority parties 

as contrasted to the free traffic allowed co majority fraternity parties. W/hen University Police was 

questioned as to the reasoning of thi policy, we were told that it was due to the number of off-

campus individuals who attend these parties therefore \X'ake Forest students could be in jeopardy. In 

rebuttal we assert that acti,-ities between local Universities should be promoted not hindered and 

secondly, if it is not clear there are a large number of off-campus attendants at majority fraternity 

parties. Such disparities in policy make it difficult to assume that all students are guaranteed equal 

treatment. Minority students returning to their dorms in the evenings have been randomly stopped 

and asked to produce niversity Identification by University Police and belie,,e that majority students 

are not questioned as freguently. J..1inority students after 10 p.m. have not been permitted to enter 

based on having a Uni,·ersity car registration sticker alone at campus gates, and have been stopped, 

questioned about their whereabouts and their relationship to the University. The Committee suggests 

a memorandum be sent co University Police and all relevant offices that discriminatory behavior will 

not be condoned . 

.Residence Life and Housing 
This Committee appraises Residence Life and Housing as above average in their approach to 

Race Relations. Connie Carson, the director of Residence Life and Housing has worked well with all 

student in promoting positive cultural relations. In the works, is a Freshmen Sensitivity Program. 

The only deficiency that this Committee has unveiled concerns housing points to Polo Residence 

Hall. The policy of Residence Life and Housing i to give Independent students priority co housing 

in Polo since they are not able to li,·e in Greek towers. African-American Greeks are stripped of 

points to Jive in Polo Residence Hall without having a campus tower. Gi,·en that African-American 

G k all d towers they• should not be penalized in the point system. 
ree s are not ocate 

(iii). Academia 

Minority Faculty Representation 
rtract high-caliber minority professors, for a11 disciplines, should 

Concerted efforts to a 

1 b 
. . n'orin• consistent with equal-opportunirr employment. The increased 

a ways e a Um,·ersJt}' P ·; , 

b 
. . f: 1 • in tenure-track and tenured positions (12.0% in 1999 see Table D) in the 

num er of mmor1ty acu t) 
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College is a positive measure that ensures more role models, advisors, and instructors to whom 
students can relate. With the increasing racial diversity among minority students admitted, the 
University should take action to find equal faculty and administrative representation. Wake Forest 
must address its inability to attract and retain professors who teach in disciplines where they are 
currently underrepresented. For example, Calloway chool of Business and Accountancy has no 
minority women in tenured positions. In the Fall of 2000 recent minority students enrolled at the 
Wayne Calloway School of Business and Accountancy were invited to discuss with the Dean of the 
School why Minority tudent enrollment was low. A primary reasons cited was that there was a lack 
of Minority role models and representation. This is an important aspect of a students' academic 
experience and should not be undervalued. Dean of the College, Dr. Paul Escott has made 
considerable strides in improving the number of resources minority students can consult for advice 
and mentoring. However more minority faculty is requued to be represented in policy-making 
decisions. Just as in all areas of conduct \X'ake Forest sets a framework for achieving greater than a 
minimum standard, Minority faculty representation should be another dimension where excellence 
should be sought. Human Resources are well abreast of the need to advertise positions clearly to a 
more multicultural pool of applicants. The Committee believes that given time the status of Minority 
hiring will be ameliorated under the leadership of Mr. Pedersen and Ms. McLaughlan of Human 

Resources. 

Advisor Relationships 
The University promotes its small class sizes yet few students feel they have a mentoring 

relationship with faculty. This is also demonstrated in the 1998 Facult:y Survey that shows 19% of 
faculty does not have a 'mentoring' relationship with any students. Current senior Akua Asare and 
junior,Jonathan Kelly initiated programs such as SPEAK (Students Promoting Education Awareness 
and Knowledge) in order for contemporary issues facing young adults in America to be discussed 
openly with guides and role models. This student effort demonstrates the desire of students to build 

relationships with faculty outside of the classroom. 

With disappointment this Committee reports that in some cases Faculty advi ors have not 
supported the aspirations of Minorities and have further recommended 'less challenging' courses and 
life goals. An example of this cites a Freshmen student who was only considering pursuing a career 
in Law. She was discouraged by her advisor from looking at the profession as a future path stating it 
may be coo challenging. The student felt that the advisor had no standing in making such an 
assessment, as she believed in their very limited correspondence he did not know her well enough co 
make such an assertion about her intellectual capacity. To this Committee, this incident betrays 
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racism and is an embarrassment. The Administration should formulate policies to remedy such 

lilstances. 

Faculty Relationships 

Discussions with minority students have described instances of racism and cultural 

insensitivity in the classroom. Intentional or not, these instances have revealed that in some case 
' 

faculty have expected less from minority students and have demonstrated less of an expectation that 

minorities will achieve. Male African-Americans have been specifically assumed to be athletes, who 

are unconcerned about being challenged academically and content merely passing grades. In reality 

this is far from the truth. Minorities have expressed at times that no matter the quality of their work 

some professor have preconceived decisions about their grades and their capacity. Further, 

comments inside the classroom are described as "subtle instances where other races are disparaged or 

ignored." Insensitivity i further demonstrated by 41 % of faculty regarding the recognition of 

diversity of the world as 'somewhat important' or 'not important' (1998 Faculty Survey). It is 

disturbing that faculty does not consider the recognition and appreciation of diversity as an essential 

skill to master in human relations and an important resource to utilize in a learning environment. 

A testimony reveals that during minorities' Freshmen year as he was taking the compulsory 

Writing seminar, a minority student was assumed to be from another country because his grammar 

Was less than exemplary. The professor made hand-written comments stating that he did not expect 

as much from the student since he was international. In truth, the minority was born and raised in 

America. Minorities have expressed shock at hearing prejudicial remarks from professors that they 

previously regarded warmly. Further when students approach faculty concerning insensitive 

comments, which takes much courage and many minorities do not confront their professors in fear, 

they are told that their remarks were meant in a lighthearted manner. This indicates that professors 

are not culturally aware of what may be construed as offensive to minority students and that they 

tnake unconscious cultural assumptions. Minority students have cited examples where their ethnic 

background have been literally ignored in classroom discussion where they have felt it is relevant. 

This is an example where Faculty Diversity training to recognize this possibility would be 

advantageous. Minority students' also state that they feel they must be silent in classroom discussion 

at times because they know their perspecti,-e is not the majority and their ideas will disrupt the status 

quo (even when they believe students and faculty at times espouse racist ideals). In addition, minority 

Students report feeling that they must at times represent the entire thought of their races witl1 very 

little support from the professor who often look to these students to educate them as well as their 

Student peers. These are situations where the burden falls too heavily on the minority students, who 

are still in the process of formulating their own opinions, to defend or describe an academic 
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perspective. In the Student Government Race Relations Survey of 2001 , only 14.92% of students 

report that their classes incorporate the diversity of the world well in regards to minority affairs in 

their classes. 

The 1998 Faculty Surver shows that 90% of the time faculty feels they do ask guestions of 
students "freguently" or "always" (Faculty Survey 1998 Question A26). Yet many students state 

Faculty have not asked tl1e appropriate guestions that will lend a differing perspective to be voiced. 

The angst of speaking against a homogenized perspectin may subdue the ability of minorities to 

speak out. This may account for why minority students' sometimes feel invisible, repressed or 

silenced in the classroom. 67% of the time faculty believes that they engage ideas by challenging 

student assumptions. This shows a discrepancy between what minority students' experience in the 

classroom and what faculty presumes as occurring. As a very complex issue, more intimate discussion 

with minority students in focus groups would be worth creating to eliminate the insensitivity that 

students feel from certain profes ors 

Diversity training will be beneficial to faculty in order to develop how best to discuss with 

students of minority and majority cultures topics that challenge the core of our cultural ideologies 

The knowledge learned in the classroom is not usually neutral, but rather contains and expresses 

Particular values. Instruction by faculty have at times distanced rather than engaged many students, 

especially those of color. A consideration for culture, content, and instruction reguires rethinking the 

conception of learning patterns among students. Challenging the cultural ideologies of faculty 

tnembers, through diversity awareness workshops may be beneficial to improve the respectful 

relationship between students and faculty. 

All students attest to a lack of minority role models in faculty and administration within the 

school that leads to their feeling of being overlooked and rendered invisible. At student forums 

concerns are directed at the pervasive homogeneity. There are a plethora of personal testimonies of 

racial insensitivity in the classroom, which will not be individually cited, that indicate to this 

Committee this problem is very real. There is a serious need for the creation of a centralized dynamic 

charged \vith the responsibility of ensuring that Wake Forest faculty and students, apply civic 

responsibility in their internal, daily actions. 

(iv). Minority Staff 

\X'ith the full support of students, Ralph Pedersen and Doris McLaughlan of Human Resources are 

performing service coward excellence in the hiring, and training of staff Previously, low morale due 

to a lack of clarity in job classifications, policies, and performance reviews were pressing concerns for 

minority and majority staff Human Resources explanative series of booklets elucidating employment 

policies has been beneficial to employees. The large number of minorities in line level positions 
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compared t hi h dmini. . 1 0 g er a stratlve evels perpetuates stereotypes that are outdated. Statistics show a 
concentrati f . . k . . . 

on o nunontr wor ·ers in the maintenance over profess10nal areas· 

Full-time Staff I?)· Ethmi:i!J· - R~·nolda Camp11s, Fall 1999 

White African- Hispanic Asian- Na rive-American 

American American -Executive/ Ad.mini • __ stratlve 48 4 0 0 0 
Pro~ · __ essional/Non-faculr:y 352 31 2 9 1 

Secretarial/ Clerical 256 30 3 3 1 --
Technical/Paraprofessional 62 7 0 0 0 -SkiJJ ed Craft 61 7 2 0 1 -Servic M · e aintenance 67 6-l- 9 0 0 

r----
Total 846 143 16 12 3 

What this suggests about our University's hiring and recruiting in professional areas is necessary to 

further analyze. As an equal opportunity employer more aggressive advertising of vacant positions 

may be necessary in a variety of media. What we should clearly acknowledge is that there are available 

minority professionals who are not to working at our University and we must inquire as to why. 

Doris McLaughlan has made considerable strides in her short tenure at the University. She has 

already improved employee orientation, and begun the START program, which will 1mprove 

employee relations. She also performs exit interviews as well as monitors harassment issues. 

Conununication through position descriptions, performance management reviews and integrative 

staff handbooks are all areas where Human Resources have bridged the gap between expectations 

and performance. The Committee commends Doris McLaughlan on her efforts and believes her to 

be an invaluable asset. Her efforts to teach English to non-English speaking staff, as well as teach 

Internet browsing and financial management classes to staff will definitely impact positively on 

Worker morale and productivity. Her efforts truly exemplify the spirit of Pro Humanitate. She has also 

eirpressed interest to recognize employees for their long-term service and improve the overall-

Working atmosphere for staff Through her dedication, this Committee feels that over time the ability 

to recruit minority staff co executive positions will be bridged, given the full support of the 

University. 
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~mmendation: 

1. Create an on-going Administrative Team on Race Relations 

Given the pervasive feeling of intolerance the Race Relations Committee reco1nmends an 

equivalent administrative position equitable to that, which inspired the Women's Team of the 

Division of Student Life. This faculty and administrative team should work to consistently create 

yearly improvements to the multicultural atmosphere. Efforts of this committee should be 

leading, encouraging and working with non-mainstream student interest associations directly 

such as Black Student Alliance, Asian Students' Interest Association and religious organizations. 

This team of administrators could develop networks to the greater Winston-Salem to enhance 

the cultural understanding and religious appreciation of every member of this campus 

community. One of their first effons should be to draft a new policy statement regarding race 

relations and to publicize it in the Student Handbook and further incorporate it into tl1e Honor 

Code. This statement should reinforce the spirit of Pro Humanitate. This team would be charged 

with establishing relationships with University Police, Student Union, and Academic 

departments. 

2· Increased support to the Office of Multicultural Affairs 

The Office of Multicultural Affairs consists of three individuals. Admission statistics 

demonstrate a greater diversity of ethnicities within the population of minorities admitted. The 

Office of Multicultural Affairs with its limited funds and resources cannot support all 

multicultural minorities or student organizations adequately. Minority student organizations 

strive to bring long-term awareness to the University however their budgets, allocated by the 

Student Budget Advisory Council, are not adequate to their goals. Therefore the Office of 

Multicultural Affairs requires more funding to support awareness groups in the goals they 

Pursue. Further resources for minority staffing must be allocated. The Universitr should provide 
' 

sufficient funding for the up-to-date progran1ming of speakers, and initiative: selected by Office 

of the Vice President that promote racial reconciliation. Featured speakers at Orientation, 

Convocation and Graduation for example that address issues of diversity should be supported, 
' 

in the interest of inspiring all students to think in non-mainstream ways. 

3. increase Diversity in Academic Thought through Admissions 

The school should serve to attract the strongest candidates that demonstrate diversity in 

academic thought. !vfinority Admissions should increase past the legally imposed 12% minimum. 
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Th.is will make the school a stronger establishment, increasing the pursuit for knowledge and 
discovery 8? 340 / f d . 

· - · 1 0 o stu ents surveyed m the Student Government Race Relations Survey of 
200l believe there should be a greater minority presence on this University. 

4· lincourage Faculty Interaction Outside of the Classroom 

Interaction between faculty and students should occur more regularly outside of the classroom. 
Wake F k · f: ul · orest mar ·ets its small ac ty-student rat10 yet most students have not reaped the 

benefits of a mentoring relationship with faculty. More attention to developing life skills should 

be introduced as administration affects change qualitatively as well as quantitatively. Again 

reinforcement of the acceptance and appreciation of cultural differences should be promoted by 

academia and administration in a written and personal fashion . 

5· .fromote Community-based Learning 

Wake Forest, due simply to its very insular location has often been termed 'the Bubble' or 'White 

Forest' these generalizations will continue without active pursuit of Community-based learning. 
1998 Faculty Survey reveal that 95% of facu.lty courses do not involve a component of 

volunteer community service. More integration into the greater Winston-Salem community will 
fcili· . a tate students to be displaced from their comfort zones and perceive a world of imbalance 

where they may become aware of the lifestyles of less affluent, or ethnically diverse people. The 

committee suggests in classes where real-world experience can be offered it should be strongly 

encouraged and promoted by the University. Students have verified the benefits of learning by 

doing, in contrast to lecture-based learning. As written in the Relationship Covenant, the 

University in its guiding principles strives to challenge its students to think of their place within 

the Community however the discernible efforts of the University to pursue these goals are 

limited. Dr. Angela Hartery has the fu.11 support of students in her Community-based learning 

endeavor to incorporate Wake Forest students into the Winston-Salem community. The Student 

Government Race Relations Survey of 2001 reports that 83.45% of student classes' "never" or 

''rarely" incorporate an element of volunteer community service into course work. 

6- Promote Sensitivity Awareness Classes Under the Multicultural Divisional 

Faculty m b b ~;..,g more aware of the need to educate both men and women about em ers are ecOuuu 
racism se · d lio-ious pluralism. The Multicultural Divisional suggests and embraces these , Xlsm, an re 0 -

ideals stating 
"Cour tm. the cultural di,·ersity requirement should study cultural differences and the ses mee g . . . / · li 
implications of ethnicity, class, gender, relig10n, sexuality, and or nat1ona ty. They should 
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do more than introduce tudent to a single aspect of a foreign, minority. or subordinate 
;;.lrwce; nthet, they should include srudr of mulriple culrurnl componen<s." (Culrural 

iversity Requirement 2000) 

r e appropnate proces. ha not been fully addressed. Analysis of effective learning 
Howeve th · 

styles hould encompa di. cussion, dynamic textbooks, a multimedia approach, as well as 

Community·-ba ed. teal wodd applicarion. In addition, die e<tent of student feedback should be 

1.ncreased to perhaps end of each emester reviews. Thi could enable adjustments to be made 

during the course, to allow for impro,·ements during the course. Asking student directly on 

questionnaire : "\'('ould you recommend this cla s as a Cultural Diversity Divisional?" "Did this 

clas ach.ie e the result, in ome dimen ion, to the spirit in which it was prescribed?" ; "Has this 

cla 
challenged your world -..-iew?" These are all pertinent questions that will really ascertain the 

efficacy of the cla 
10 

meeting the spirit of the divisional, while involving students in the 

le · arnmg process. 

Invest in Diver ity Training for Facul~ 
The most startling discovery of thi Committee is that 41 ° o of our faculty does give importance 

to embracing diversity, as scared in B41 of the 1998 Faculty Survey. This and numerous personal 

te timonies of incidents of racism from students in the classroom reveal that Di...-ersity training is 

nece "'l' fo, faculty. Thete must be a specific ptogtam that truly challenges the conceprual 

framework. A cur ory work hop on multiculturalism i not adequate and there should be more 

P
0st

-wo,kshop evaluarion. Faculty plays an integtal tole in the appceciacion of diff etence wimin 

stu
dents . The role of faculty hould not be underestimated. \X ith only 31 % of faculty addressing 

the divetsity of the wodd ,.;di ,egatd to intetnational issues and only 24% of faculty· addmsing 

the divecsity of the wodd "ith ,egatd to minority issues conobotates die insensitivity that 

Students feel in the cla room. I\finoriry student earch for professors to be role models for 

equitable tteaunent and appceciarion. Ha,-ing 41 % of the faculty not convinced of the 

imponance of diwsity· is a erious neglect of the Cnlmsity·. Diver.;ity' training is essenrial to 

d"·elop and ro ptoduce effecll'·e reaching and learoing method fot all sruden<s. 
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B. Create an Ethnic Studies Ma ·or and Allocate Resources to Contem 

Minors 

Relevant to th . . e changing face of the Cnited States, in our discu ion, students have showed !!rear 

1IJ teres t in to t1 , . . . 
. . 

b 

R 1e de, eloping of minor to ma1ors such as Inremaaonal Studies, Journalism, 

o.rnance Languages, \\'"'omen's rudies, and 1isian Studies. <See Table F>. The Executive 

Ad· 
Vlso.ry Council on Race Relations recommends an inve tment of resources to building up 

rhe e departmen · ddi · · · · S di M · 

ts m a oon to creaong a comprehensive Ethruc tu es a1or. 
If an Eth · s · · 

· 
rue tudie J\.faJor \,·ere ro be created not onfr would there be an aestheoc change in 

th 

. 
e face of faculty and tudents, but an intellectual change within \\'ake Forest. For example, if 

\Ve v., 
ere to build .resource into making an Ethnic tudies Major w-ith concentrations in .Asian 

studi
es, or .African-.-imerican tudie thi would lend itself ro changing the people who are 

attracted to the University. Therefore barriers of exdu ion and indifference to other cultures and 

di . 
. scipJi.nes can be lifted bv means of resource allocation. As we im·est in de,·eloping these fields 

\Ve acknowledge and reco~e their importance. The University cites in its' FactBook (Barron's 
Profi.Je of American College ) Unive.rsicies that it chooses to compare itself ro dollar for dollar. 

l\.rnon . . . g the Uruver 1t1e cited a.re Columbia, B.rO\m, Han•ard, Duke, Princeron, Colgate, 
Orthwesrem, \X'ashington and Lee these Cniversiries ba,·e all in,·ested .resources to the creating 

of con . 
. 

d 

temporary minors to majors. These rrunors have student support an attract egual or 

Illore Students a their tradicional majors counterparts such as: Anthropology, Physics, and 

PhiJ 
osophy thus ther hould receive proportional resource . All disciplines should be .represented 

and it th 

· d J th di . 1in 

e hope of thi Committee that w·ake Forest will choose to eve op ese sap es 

given Stud . enr interest exi ts . 
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